Dermatoscopy and high frequency sonography: two useful non-invasive methods to increase preoperative diagnostic accuracy in pigmented skin lesions.
Dermatoscopy and high frequency sonography have recently been combined to increase diagnostic preoperative accuracy in the treatment of pigmented skin lesions. In this monocentric study 80 patients with pigmented skin lesions were evaluated clinically, by dermatoscopy, and 20 MHz-sonography followed by dermatohistopathological evaluation; 39 malignant melanomas, 37 common nevi, 3 dysplastic nevi, and 1 nevus Spitz were diagnosed histologically. In 72 of the 80 cases (91.3%) dermatoscopical diagnoses were confirmed by histopathology, compared to only 79% correct clinical diagnoses. For the mere clinical diagnosis of melanoma sensitivity was 79%, specificity was 78% and diagnostic accuracy was 65%. All diagnostic values increased by dermatoscopy: sensitivity reached 90%, specificity was 93%, and diagnostic accuracy was 83%. In order to determine tumor thickness preoperatively tumor thickness was measured by 20 MHz sonography. The correlation of tumor thickness between histometric and sonographic results was determined for nevi (r = 0.93) and melanoma (r = 0.95); 74.3% of melanomas were diagnosed correctly within an 0.2 mm range. Regarding the clinical important limit of 1 mm tumor thickness, 87.2% were diagnosed in accordance with histometric evaluation. An increase of 18% in diagnostic accuracy by dermatoscopy and 87.2% of correctly diagnosed cases of tumor thickness of malignant melanoma by high frequency sonography clearly demonstrate that these methods should be considered standard procedures in the diagnosis of pigmented skin lesions and will facilitate the decision on necessary surgical treatment.